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MIDDLE   SCHOOL   (GRADES   6-8):     

  
All   of   our   classrooms   have   multiple   grades.   
For   core-content   courses   (year-long   classes)  
grades   6-8   are   together.   For   most   trimester   
length   long   courses,   grades   6-12   are   
together.   Our   student   to   teacher   ratio   is   
small   giving   the   teacher   the   chance   to   really   
know   each   student’s   needs   and   abilities   and   
tailor   learning   activities   to   meet   the   needs   of   
the   individual   students   in   the   classroom   as   
well   as   the   whole   class.   
  
  

FULL-YEAR   COURSES:     
  

  
Earth   &   Space   Science :   From   earthquakes   
and   volcanoes   to   clouds   and   galaxies,   
students   will   learn   about   God’s   Creation   
here   on   earth   as   well   as   outer   space.   
Students   will   study   geology,   oceanography,   
meteorology,   astronomy,   and   environmental   
science.   A   thorough   study   of   rocks,   soil,   and   
fossils   will   give   students   ample   proofs   that   
this   earth   was   created   by   God   and   not   
evolutionary   processes.     

  
American   History :    Students   will   study   the   
history   of   America   from   the   1490s   to   the   
present   with   special   emphasis   on   the   
personalities   and   events   that   shaped   
American   character.   Students   will   explore   
the   past   through   the   lens   of   Christianity   and   
learn   about   the   influences   that   help   to   build   

the   foundations   of   US   government,   
economics,   and   society.     
  

Arithmetic   6:     The   students   will   receive   
instruction   in   and   demonstrate   the   ability   to   
perform   basic   mathematical   functions   and   
problem   solving   in   the   areas   of   addition,   
subtraction,   multiplication,   and   division   of   
whole   numbers,   decimals,   fractions,   ratio   
and   proportion,   pre-algebra,   and   geometry.   

  
Pre-algebra:    This   course   will   build   a   
foundation   of   algebraic   concepts   through   the   
use   of   technology,   manipulatives,   problem   
solving,   and   cooperative   learning.    Students   
will   learn   to   utilize   the   graphing   calculator   
in   appropriate   situations.    Concepts   include   
algebraic   expressions,   linear   equations,   
polynomials,   factoring,   inequalities,   
geometry,   statistics,   and   graphing.   Problem   
solving,   reasoning,   estimation,   and   
connections   between   math   and   everyday   
applications   will   be   emphasized.     
  

Algebra   I:     The   primary   goal   in   Algebra   1   
is   to   help   students   transfer   their   concrete   
mathematical   knowledge   to   more   abstract   
algebraic   generalizations.   Topics   include   
recognizing   and   developing   patterns   using   
tables,   graphs   and   equations.   In   addition,   
students   will   explore   operations   on   algebraic   
expressions,   apply   mathematical   properties   
to   algebraic   equations.   Students   will   solve   
problems   using   equations,   graphs   and   tables   
to   investigate   linear   relationships.     
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Communication   Arts   &   Literature :   
Students   will   learn   to   write   well,   think   
clearly,   and   express   themselves   eloquently   
and   persuasively.   They   will   begin   with   the   
basics—rewriting   a   paragraph—and   
continue   all   the   way   into   advanced   creative   
and   essay   writing.   Some   of   the   skills   
students   will   gain   in   this   class   include:   
outlining   and   summarizing,   generating   
cohesive   paragraphs,   creating   stories   and   
developing   essays.   
  
  

HIGH   SCHOOL   (Grades   9   -   12)     
  

All   of   our   classrooms   have   multiple   grades.   
For   core-content   courses   (year-long   classes)  
grades   9-12   are   together.   For   most   trimester   
length   long   courses,   grades   6-12   are   
together.   Our   student   to   teacher   ratio   is   
small   giving   the   teacher   the   chance   to   really   
know   each   student’s   needs   and   abilities   and   
tailor   learning   activities   to   meet   the   needs   of   
the   individual   students   in   the   classroom   as   
well   as   the   whole   class.   
  

FULL-YEAR   COURSES:   
  

Geometry:    This   course   is   designed   to   
emphasize   the   study   of   the   properties   and   
applications   of   common   geometric   figures   in   
two   and   three   dimensions.    It   includes   the   
study   of   transformations   and   right   triangle   
trigonometry.    Inductive   and   deductive   
thinking   skills   are   used   in   problem   solving   
situations,   and   applications   to   the   real   world   

are   stressed.    It   also   emphasizes   writing   
proofs   to   solve   (prove)   properties   of   
geometric   figures.    Students   who   complete   
Geometry   will   be   prepared   to   take   Algebra   
II   next.   

  
Trigonometry:    Students   will   learn   how   to:   
uncover   unknown   measurements   involving   
triangles,   determine   values   of   the   
trigonometric   functions   for   any   angle,   use   of   
trigonometric   identities,   graph   
trigonometric   functions   with   and   without   a   
graphing   calculator.   They   will   also   learn   
how   to   use   the   inverse   trigonometry   
functions   to   find   angle   measures,     
solve   equations   involving   the   trigonometric   
functions.   And   most   importantly,   students   
will   begin   recognizing   how   trigonometry   
models   our   world.   
  

American   Literature   &   Writing:     This   
course   is   meant   to   further   strengthen   
reading,   writing,   analytical,   and   
argumentation   skills.   Students   will   focus   on   
close   reading   of   American   literature   from   
Colonial   to   contemporary   times,   including   
poetry,   short   stories,   novels,   drama,   and   
nonfiction.   Students   will   also   exercise   
organization,   presentation,   and   research   
skills   in   both   individual   and   group   settings.   
Grammar,   vocabulary,   writing   mechanics,   
and   literary   elements   will   also   be   covered   on   
a   regular   basis.   
  

US   History:     This   class   is   an   overview   of   
the   history   of   the   United   States,   surveying   
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the   major   events   and   turning   points   of   U.S.   
history.   Students   will   analyze   primary   
sources   and   carefully   research   events   to   gain   
a   clearer   understanding   of   the   factors   
(events,   people   and   Christianity)   that   have   
shaped   U.S.   history,   especially   as   they   relate   
to   U.S.   democracy,   the   effects   of   territorial   
expansion,   the   Civil   War,   the   rise   of   
industrialization,   economic   trends   and   the   
connections   between   culture   and   
government.     
  

Chemistry:     This   course   begins   with   
measurements   in   chemistry   and   an   
introduction   to   thermodynamics.    It   
continues   with   atomic   theory,   chemical   
bonding   and   chemical   reactions.   Gas   laws,   
principles   of   solutions   and   acid   base   
chemistry   culminate   the   course   learning.   
Safe   lab   experience   and   curiosity   building   is   
included.    There   will   even   be   a   few   "safe”   
explosions,   pretty   color   change   reactions   
and   other   interactive   experiments.   
  
  
  

SINGLE   TRIMESTER   COURSES   for   
MIDDLE   AND   HIGH   SCHOOL:   

  
  

Visual   Art:     What   does   it   look   like   to   
explore   art,   beauty   and   design   through   the   
lenses   of   awe,   wonder   and   worship   of   the   
Creator   of   all   things?   Come   explore   how   
faith   and   worship   can   be   both   learned   and   
expressed   through   the   arts.   God   created   us   

uniquely   to   create   and   we   get   to   draw   close   
to   him   when   we   use   the   gifts   of   creativity   he   
has   set   in   us   to   express   the   images   and   ideas   
he   sets   in   our   hearts   and   minds.    Students   will   
use   the   elements   of   art   and   principles   of   design   
to   practice   and   sharpen   their   hands-on   skills.   
They   will   create   both   2D   and   3D   artworks   in   a   
variety   of   mediums.     (Combined   grades   
6-12.)   

  
Outdoors   &   Your   Faith:    Students   will   
pursue   growing   their   faith   through   
fellowship,   adventure   and   exploring   the   
outdoors.   They   will   create   a   Field   Journal   to:   
1)   reflect   and   record   experiences   and   growth   
in   knowledge   and   understanding   of   the   
outdoors,   and   2)   reflect   and   document   
experiences   and   growth   in   relationship   with   
others   and   with   God.   Some   topics   that   will   
be   explored   include:   Outdoor   basics   (safety   
and   survival),   Gardening   basics,   Fishing   
basics   (fish   identification,   types   of   lures   to   
use,   how   to   set   up   your   rod,   cleaning   fish   to   
eat),   Weather   (understanding   weather   
patterns,   weather   preparedness)   and   more.   
(Combined   grades   6-12.)   

  
Technology   &   Communication:    This   class   
is   designed   to   assist   students   in   becoming   
effective   communicators   in   a   digital   world.   
Every   class   will   devote   10-15   minutes   to   
develop   and   assess   proper   keyboarding   
habits:   straight   posture,   fingers   on   home   
keys,   all   fingers   in   use,   eyes   on   the   screen,   
etc.   Other   topics   covered   will   include   online   
safety,   digital   etiquette,   cyber   bullying,  
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appropriate   use ,    protecting   your   online   
reputation,   social   networking,   plagiarism,   
copyright   and   fair   use,   how   to   conduct   
effective   searches,   how   to   evaluate   sites   for   
accuracy   and   bias,   as   well   as   computer   and   
Internet   History.    (Grades   6-8   only.)   

   
Current   Events:      What   does   it   look   like   to   
live   aware   of   what   is   going   on   in   the   world,   
stay   mindful   of   the   times,   while   at   the   same   
time   view   all   we   see   through   the   lens   of   the   
truth   we   know   about   our   unchanging   God?   
Students   will   explore   current   events,   asking   
questions   about   what   parts   of   history   have   
impacted   today   and   seeking   to   understand   
the   role   the   next   generation   can   play   in   the   
future   when   they   combine   both   an   
understanding   of   the   current   times   with   the   
truths,   promises   and   command   found   in   
Scripture.    (Combined   grades   6-12.)   

  
PE:     This   course   provides   students   with   the   
opportunity   to   learn   a   variety   of   sports   and   
sport   related   movements   as   well   as   health   
and   fitness   concepts.   Health   topics   relate   to   
nutrition,   fitness,   health   and   wellness.   
Emphasis   is   placed   on   active   participation   
and   positive   social   interaction   during   fitness   
and   sport   activities,   as   well   as   loving   God   
with   all   of   one’s   strength   (Luke   10:27)   and   
seeing   one’s   body   as   a   temple   of   the   Holy   
Spirit   (1   Corinthians   6:19).    (Combined   
grades   6-12.)   

  
Music:    Students   will   spend   each   class   day   
of   this   course    producing   a   “stomp”   musical.   

All   students   will   have   a   part   to   play   in   the   
production--that   may   be   singing,   playing   a   
musical   instrument,   acting,   building   the   set,   
running   sound,   or   designing   costumes.   
Along   the   way   they   will   apply   music   theory   
and   learn   what   it   means   to   “think   like   your   
audience”   when   creating    a   musical  
production   for   others   to   learn   about   the   
Bible   through   and    to   enjoy.    (Combined   
grades   6-12.)   

  
Reading   for   Pleasure:    Great   books   become   
personal   and   instrumental   when   we   are   able   
to   share   our   thoughts   and   insights   with   
others.   Readers   in   this   class   will   enjoy   the   
opportunity   to   select   novels   of   their   choice   
to   read   independently   in   a   social,   structured,   
engaging   atmosphere.   Students   will   engage   
in   lively   discussions   with   their   peers   through   
teacher   directed   seminars   while   using   their   
unique   perspectives,    as   developed   in   the   
context   of   their   own   reading   journeys,   and   
the   Bible   to   inform   their   perspectives   and   
positions   on   relevant   topics.    (Grades   6-8   
only.)   
  

Personal   Project:    This   class   is   a   
student-centred   and   age-appropriate   
practical   exploration   in   which   students   take   
on   the   task   of   a   long-term   research   project.   
It   is   designed   as   an   independent   learning   
experience   that   increases   students   skills   in   
self-management,   research,   communication,   
critical   and   creative   thinking,   and   
collaboration.   Students   choose   from   a   list   of   
broad   topics   and   conduct   research,   form   
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hypotheses   and   communicate   findings   in   a   
final   presentation.   Broad   topics   might   
include   things   like   the   following:     
•   Orientation   in   space   and   time   
•   Personal   and   cultural   expression   
•   Scientific   and   technical   innovation   
•   Globalization   and   sustainability   
•   Fairness   and   development   
•   Identities   and   relationships   
(Grades   6-8   only.)   

  
World   Religions:      Students   will   approach   
the   study   of   world   religions   from   a   Christian   
perspective.   They   will   learn   the   history   and   
tenets   of   five   major   religions–explored   
through   the   lens   of   the   Bible.   The   class   
content   provides   a   Biblical   view   of   Islam,   
Mormonism,   Hinduism,   Buddhism,   and   
Popular   Spirituality   in   a   way   that   can   
strengthen   a   student’s   Christian   faith   and   
equip   him   or   her    to   share   the   truth   of   the   
Bible   with   others.     (Combined   grades   6-12.)   
  

Living   Well:    In   this   course   students   will   
learn   how   to   grow   in   empathy   and   
compassion,   develop   healthy   habits   that   
produce   resilience,   emotional   intelligence,   
stress   regulation   and   mindfulness.    They   will   
also   explore   differences   between   a   fixed   and   
a   growth   mindset   and   how   to,   with   love   and   
grace,   have   civil   discourse   and   develop   
healthy   relationships   with   friends   and   
family.   Students   will   learn   what   it   means   to   
have   influence   and   use   that   as   a   gift   and   
blessing   to   others.    (Grades   9-12   only.)   
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